Nova-Pack
CLOSURES

N

ova-Pack has a wide selection
of closures, manufactured in
plastic, aluminum and steel
for all our jars and bottles. In this way
we take the total responsibility for
the entire packaging in terms of shelf
life, thightness, functionality and user
friendliness. We carry a.o.:
PLASTIC CLOSURES
Two piece 28 mm standard plastic
closures in a quality second to none,
featuring: Print up to 3 colors, split for
reuse and one way, for PET and glass
bottles – and 11 standard colors. Also
high quality Sportlok in various colors.

ALUMINIUM CAPS
Pilfer proof aluminium caps in the
diameters 18, 20, 22, 28, 30 and 31,5
mm. Offset and screen decoration
with varnish on top and side, shaving
and various types of drop stop, a.o. for
vegetable oil.
TWIST OFF CAPS
Nova-Pack cooperate with Europe’s
third largest supplier of twist off caps,
Massilly. We offer twist off closures in
diameters from 33 to 110 mm with
compounds individually adapted for
the purpose including for PET jars,
ESBO free compounds etc. In addition

we market reliable sealing machines
in cooperation with Massiservices.
We offer both leasing and sales of
the machines.
THERMO CAPS
As icing on the »cake« Nova-Pack offers a wide range of thermo caps in
many sizes optional offset printing and
hot stamping on the top or sides with
and without tear off strip etc.
The program also includes cork and
cork stoppers.

Complete Packaging Solutions
Nova-Pack markets quality
packaging in the Nordic countries
within 3 product groups:
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Nova-Pack cooperate with selected leading European manufacturers and with their support we can provide our customers
with professional and competitive services. In this way our
customers get premium packaging solutions – regardless of
the choice of materials or technology.
With a wide range of closures we can always provide a complete package solution. This makes it easy to cooperate with
Nova-Pack.
In addition to an extensive standard range, we are also a strong
and creative packaging partner for the development of new
packaging from concept to finished solution.
Nova-Pack are not exclusively focused on (over-)selling packaging from a production equipment perspective – we are fully

committed to finding the best solution in cooperation with the
customer. As such we often play the role as an external packaging developer or consultant for our customers, saving time and
resources.
We keep an eye on movements in the retail and packaging market and are always available for a talk about packaging. And the
broad product line enables Nova-Pack to offer a reduction in the
number of suppliers with each customer – in many cases, we
are the single supplier of packaging.
Nova-Pack cooperate only with well-established packaging
producers and audit regularly their programs and procedures
in relation to quality and food safety. In addition, as a packaging
supplier to producers of foods and beverages in Denmark, we
are registered at and audited by the Danish Food Authorities.

GLASS PACKAGING

PLASTIC PACKAGING

N

ova-Pack offers plastic packaging within 3 technologies: Injection Moulded, thermoformed and
blow moulding. It makes us an attractive partner if
it comes to replacing existing packaging or development
of a completely new packaging solution.
In this way we have a very large standard range of
shaped packaging. But we also participate in the process
of developing unique packaging. We cooperate with our
large network of partners, whether it comes to packaging
design, filling, logistics or marketing.
This ensures professional consultancy – right from the
drawing board to the final packaging.

We have the largest
standard range of shaped
packaging in the market

E

xtensive cooperation with leading European glass
manufacturers makes us an attractive and dynamic
partner within glass packaging industry for foods as
well as beverages. The selection of glassworks makes us
equally capable of supplying a very competitive standard
glass and the very unique glass packaging where price is
not the most important parameter.
Nova-Pack offers all kinds of variations of glass containers: From 20 to 2500 ml. coloured in white, extra white,
green, brown, with and without embossing, etc. Further
profiling of glass bottles is made through an extensive cooperation with specialists in decorations such as screen
printing, sleeving, frosting and satin coating.
Nova-Pack also develops new glass containers in close
cooperation with selected glass manufacturers and customers. Or let us find an existing standard packaging
somewhere in Europe, meeting the requirements for a new
glass packaging = »unique standard«. It saves time, minimizes risks and money for investment.

INJECTION MOULDED
Our partner Cups4You is a very expansive and innovative Dutch manufacturer of injection-moulded packagings
with in-mould labeling (IML) for foods
and beverages.
The packagings are either equipped
with tamber evident or suitable for
membrane sealing with cover lid. And
all with the possibility of IML decoration on lid, cups sides and bottom.
We focus on the development of complete lines of highly innovative packaging concepts, such as the very elegant
series of Elitocup, Sirclecup Elito and
the convenience packaging Cittycup.
In addition, we develop custom made
packaging in close cooperation with
our customers and Cups4You.

BLOW MOULDED
In cooperation with Graham Packaging
Company we can offer a wide standard range of blow moulded jars and
bottles.
The raw material is mainly PET,
which is distinguished by being very
transparent and with a good oxygen
barrier.
We find our customers among manufacturers of food, beverages, health
food, medicines and personal care.
For all jars and bottles Nova-Pack
sells matching closures in plastic, aluminum and steel.

THERMOFORMED
With support from our German partner Optipack we can offer a very wide
range of thermoformed PP and PE
cups in standard diameters of particular 75 and 95 mm.
The program includes more than 90
different sizes with many uses, such
as yoghurt, desserts, snacks and biscuits. Cups are decorated using off-set
printing, sleeving and labeling.
We also market the Desto and Destoslim series. It is a rapidly growing
range of cups in combination of plastic
inlets and cardboard on the outside.
It ensures decoration in a quality
»second-to-none« and emphasizes a
strong environmental profile with a
reduction of proportion of plastics
with up to 50%.
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